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Shade Identification & Shooting

5,500K(natural light source) is the most optimized lighting as far as shade selection is concerned. Using SLP Lighting allows accurate, 
prompt shade selection. Once shade selection is complete, images can be shot immediately to be transferred to the dental lab.

2-phased Light Source

750 Lux(Normal Brightness) :Convenient for front teeth shade taking and value/chrome
classification.

1,500 Lux(High Brightness) : Convenient for color(hue) classification. This brightness is
used for image shooting.

Polarizing Filter :Prevents teeth-reflected light and is used to check color boundaries
and minor changes.

Use of Application

Through an advantage known as smartphone shooting, it is possible to provide communication among patients. The mirroring-
based real-time image transfer can be used to provide real-time communication, and the image transfer program can be used to 
transfer images to the chair for immediate counseling.

New Concept Oral Shooting & Shade Identification System

Shade Light Plus is a groundbreaking product that may replace the pre-existing 
examination and image shooting systems used in hospitals. Shade Light Plus, with 
its capacity to realize a color temperature of 5,500K and a color rendering index of 
above 90CRI, realizes a light source that is highly identical to natural light, and with 
its illumination intensity of 1,500 Lux, provides environments optimized to close-
up shooting. Since such features allow shooting, examination and shade taking 
under optimized, identical environments at all times, it is possible to conduct prompt, 
accurate diagnosis. In addition, since high-quality images saved on smartphone can 
be easily edited and transferred through the app, it is convenient not only to store 
data, but also to actively communicate with patients and partners.

High Resolution Image Shooting

Through combining SLP system and smartphone, it is possible to conduct clear, high-resolution image shooting. Once a phone 
camera having a megapixel above 10 is combined with SLP’s optimized lighting, it is possible to acquire perfect images preferred. 
Since it is more lightweight than DSLR and is convenient in terms of control, images can be saved and used conveniently without 
requiring Wi-Fi. In addition, just like an oral camera, it is possible to shoot the internal oral sections to provide active counseling to 
patients. Using the provided natural light source(5,500K) will not only allow the shooting process to take place without requiring any 
other lighting, but also allow the shooting to take place immediately regardless of location once the affected area is examined.

Clinical Images Shot with This Product(all data are available on our official website.)

Shade Light Plus  l  Smartphone Matching Shooting System
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Smartphone can be used to acquire quality 
images equivalent to those shot with DSLR. 

Shade Light Plus can be used to shoot high-
definition oral images 

Shade Light Plus Light 
Source can be used to 
easily examine internal oral 
sections and take shots, if 
necessary, regardless
of location.

Shade can be accurately identified under the optimized, 
identical conditions(5,500k) at all times, and images can 
be transferred immediately after shot.

Since smartphone can be 
used, it is possible to create a 
link to the management app 
and SNS services in order to 
actively manage patients.

JTL APP can be used to create 
a link to the hospital chart, mak-
ing it very convenient to run the 
following procedures: recording, 
saving and counseling.

MHL equipment can be connected to a monitor 
to use shot images in counseling on the spot.
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Optimized Patient Management Tool

The shot images can be shared through SNS. Upload high-resolution images shot through SLP on diver SNSs. This not only allows more 
accurate patient management and provides information to other experts, but also allows the involved users to exchange their opinions.

Specification

daylight (5,500K) 0.5w x 8pcs 100-2400Vac 50/60hz 5Vdc-2A

18650 Lithium ion battery / 3.7Vdc Power adapter> 30,000 hours

Color Temperature LED power Input Output

Input powerLED Service Life


